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Asa KB-3L VFR Long Trifold Kneeboard
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Piccolo PROFI Kneeboard
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PROFI Kneeboard A5
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PICCOLO Kneeboard
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Asa KB-1 VFR Kneeboard
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Asa KB-2 IFR Kneeboard
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Transparent pockets A5
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iPad Kneeboard Replacement Strap
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TravelJohn Unisex Disposable Urinal
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Asa iPad Rotating Kneeboard
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Finger Pulse Oximeter
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Jeppesen Trifold Kneeboard w/o clipboard (blue)
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Jeppesen VFR Trifold Kneeboard (10001306)
VFR Trifold Kneeboard
Jeppesen VFR Trifold Kneeboard with Clipboard places information at your fingertips.

It holds charts, flight computers/plotters, flashlight, pen, pilot notes and more. An elastic leg strap holds this unit comfortably in place with a Velcro closure.

The metal clipboard contains valuable information for your VFR and IFR flight needs. An additional strap is included allowing you to use the clipboard independent of the kneeboard. You're really getting two products in one. Crafted from durable heavy-duty polymer.

Tall trifold format accepts VFR and IFR charts without additional folding:
	center panel contains a clear vinyl pocket for the clipboard,
	clear vinyl pocket on the right-side panel holds VFR and IFR enroute charts,
	left panel includes a large pocket for flight computers, along with a pocket to store additional items,
	pen/pencil and penlight holders included,
	elastic leg strap that provides easy adjustment,
	removable clipboard 16.5 cm x 26.7 cm (6-1/2" x 10-1/2") with extra elastic leg strap, for additional use independent of the kneeboard.



Dimensions:
	Unfolded: 53 cm x 29 cm (21" x 11-1/2")
	Center Panel: 19 cm (7-1/2") wide
	Left Panel: 14.5 cm (5-1/2") wide
	Right Panel: 15.5 cm (6") wide



Weight: 0.57 kg
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63,00€  Inc Tax
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Jeppesen IFR Trifold Kneeboard (10001298)
IFRTrifold Kneeboard
The Jeppesen IFR Three Ring Trifold Kneeboard is great for organizing & holding approach charts.The Jeppesen IFR Three Ring Trifold Kneeboard features chart pockets, collapsible rings, pen holders and more. Includes an additional leg strap which allows you to use the clipboard independent of the kneeboard.
This pilot Kneeboard includes an aluminum clipboard with valuable newly-updated IFR flight information printed on the face.
It also features three approach chart pockets, three collapsible and removable rings sewn into the reinforced spine, and an elastic holder for a pen or penlight. Additionally, the foam cradled back allows for added comfort and leg positioning.
Each pilot kneeboard is made from Dupont's™ heavy duty 600D-Denier Cordura® polymer, designed for superior strength, abrasion resistance, and durability.
Dimensions:
25.4 cm x 50.8 cm (open)
(10" x 20")
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65,00€  Inc Tax
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Asa KB-3 VFR Trifold Kneeboard (ASA-KB-3)
ASA KB-3 VFR Trifold Kneeboard
Strong aluminum tooled clipboard fits snugly into black 3-panel jacket. Has room for charts, books, flight computers, etc. Useful information on board, strong elastic leg strap.
For the pilot who needs to carry more, this folding ASA KB-3 VFR Trifold kneeboard provides maximum storage space, encourages cockpit organization, and serves as the pilot's desk during flight.
The left panel has ample room for small books, papers and items that don't fit elsewhere.
The center panel holds the kneeboard under clear plastic with a pen/pencil holder and buttonholes on either side — allowing a pilot to fold back one or both panels with the legband.
The right-hand panel contains a clear pocket for easy map viewing, and the elastic legband's Velcro® closures fit any leg size comfortably. Black nylon with embroidered silver wings logo.
Dimensions:
 16.5 cm x 24 cm
 (6-1/2" x 9-1/2")
Weight:
 0.54 kg
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61,00€  Inc Tax
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Asa KB-3L VFR Long Trifold Kneeboard (ASA-KB-3L)
Asa VFR Long Trifold Kneeboard
The elongated kneeboard accommodates all aeronautical charts without additional folding. 3-panel jacket provides plenty of room for charts, books, flight computers, etc. Useful information on board, strong elastic leg strap.

The elongated kneeboard accommodates all aeronautical charts without additional folding. For the pilot looking for a flight "briefcase," the kneeboard fits snugly into a three-panel jacket.

The left panel has ample room for small books, papers and oddly-shaped items.

The center panel holds the kneeboard under clear plastic with a pen/pencil holder and buttonholes on either side — allowing a pilot to fold back one or both panels with the leg band.

The right panel contains a clear pocket for easy map viewing, and the elastic leg band's Velcro closures fit any leg size comfortably. Black nylon with embroidered silver wings logo.

Dimensions:
16.5 cm x 26 cm (6-1/2" x 10-1/4")
48.3 cm x 26 cm (19" x 10-1/4") extended

Weight: 0.64 kg
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Asa KB-3I IFR Trifold Kneeboard (ASA-KB-3I)
Asa KB-3I IFR Trifold Kneeboard
Strong aluminum tooled clipboard silkscreened with important IFR information fits into black 3-panel jacket. Has room for charts, books, flight computers, etc.
For the pilot who needs to carry more, ASA's Tri-Fold Kneeboard holds the expertly-styled IFR Kneeboard in a three-panel jacket.
The left panel has ample room for small books, papers and other items that don't fit elsewhere.
The center panel holds the kneeboard under clear plastic with a pen/pencil holder and buttonholes on either side — allowing a pilot to fold back one or both panels with the legband.
The right-hand panel contains a clear pocket for easy map viewing, and the elastic legband's Velcro® closures fit any leg size comfortably. Black nylon with embroidered silver wings logo.
Dimensions:
 16.5 cm x 24 cm (6-1/2" x 9-1/2")
 16.5 cm x 45.7 cm (6-1/2" x 18") extended.
Weight:
 0.54 kg
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Piccolo PROFI Kneeboard (D4P-1025)
Piccolo PROFI Kneeboard
The PICCOLO PROFI in DIN A-6 format is made from eco-friendly leather and has the same features as the kneeboard Pilot PROFI.
 For those who are short of space in the cockpit but do not want to miss out on all the features of the PROFI, this is the perfect kneeboard. Despite its size it also includes the PILOT CONTROLLER KIT® socket adapted from the “Pilot PROFI”. Included: 5x transparent pockets.
Ideal for reduced-size approach charts.
Pen, controller kit and charts not included!
Dimensions:
 14 cm x 18.5 cm x 1.5 cm
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25,90€  Inc Tax
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PROFI Kneeboard A5 (D4P-1023)
PROFI Kneeboard
This elegant and very high quality A5 kneeboard is made from eco-friendly leather, with a wide Velcro strap with anti-sliding bars for stability, holding clip, two elastic penholders and socket for a stop watch from the PILOT CONTROLLER® KIT.

The “Profi” kneeboard has a ring mechanism on the right – with standard A5 width – to organize your IFR approach plates while keeping a free hand while flying.

Inside are 6 transparent pockets for approach charts, checklists, a pocket for maps and a business card pocket

Pen, controller kit and charts not included!

Dimensions:
18.5 cm x 25.5 cm x 2 cm
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34,90€  Inc Tax
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PICCOLO Kneeboard (D4P-1026)
Piccolo Kneeboard
For those who are short of space in the cockpit, but still don’t want to do without a good kneeboard, this is for you.

Despite its size our smallest kneeboard has all the features as its bigger brother. From the wide Velcro tape fixing, anti-sliding bars through to the stable holding clip and socket for a stop watch from the PILOT CONTROLLER® KIT.

Whether you are glider, helicopter or a light aircraft pilot, you can make good use of this “Piccolo”.

Also useful for fixing PDAs and GPS.

Pen, controller kit and charts not included!

Dimensions:
11 cm x 18.5 cm
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15,80€  Inc Tax
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ROOKIE Kneeboard (D4P-1024)
ROOKIE Kneeboard
This elegant and high quality A5 kneeboard is made from eco-friendly leather. It also gives you a wide Velcro strap with anti-sliding bars for stability, holding clip and elastic penholders and socket for a stop watch from the PILOT CONTROLLER KIT®.

On the back there is also a place for a spare pen.

The Rookie is the perfect kneeboard for a student and offers good value for money.

Pen, controller kit and charts not included!

Dimensions (W x H) x D:
16 cm x 23 cm x 1.5 cm
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19,00€  Inc Tax
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Asa KB-1 VFR Kneeboard (ASA-KB-1)
Asa KB-1 VFR Kneeboard
This durable brushed aluminum ASA KB-1 VFR Kneeboard is a great way to organize your flight data, providing a strong surface for inflight note taking as well as quick access to important VFR information in the form of a permanent placard.

Features include:
	Comfortable, 3.8 cm (1-1/2") wide elastic legband that hugs the leg without binding,
	Velcro™ fasteners adjust without removing kneeboard Pencil/pen,
	holder within legband for fast note-taking.



The 12 cm (4-3/4") wide metal clip is easy to lift and strong enough to hold charts and other necessary papers.

Dimensions:
16.5 cm x 24 cm
(6-1/2" x 9-1/2")

Weight:
0.41 kg
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31,90€  Inc Tax
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Asa KB-2 IFR Kneeboard (ASA-KB-2)
Asa KB-2 IFR Kneeboard
This durable brushed aluminum ASA KB-2 IFR Kneeboard is a great way to organize your flight data providing a strong surface for inflight note taking as well as quick access to important IFR information in the form of a permanent placard.

Features include:
	comfortable, 3.8 cm (1-1/2") wide elastic legband that hugs the leg without binding,
	Velcro™ fasteners adjust without removing kneeboard,
	Pencil/pen holder within legband for fast note-taking.



The 12 cm (4-3/4") wide metal clip is easy to lift and strong enough to hold charts and other necessary papers.

Dimensions:
16.5 cm x 24 cm
(6-1/2" x 9-1/2")

Weight:
0.41 kg
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31,90€  Inc Tax
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Transparent pockets A6 (D4P-1057)
Transparent pockets A6 for the Kneeboard Piccolo Profi (10x).
Made in standard A6 size, the transparent pockets have a wide opening such that you can insert the thin approach charts more easily than in conventional plastic covers.
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6,50€  Inc Tax
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Transparent pockets A5 (D4P-1044)
Transparent pockets A5 for the kneeboard Profi (10x).
Made in standard A5 size, the transparent pockets have a wide opening such that you can insert the thin approach charts more easily than in conventional plastic covers.
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8,00€  Inc Tax
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iPad Kneeboard Replacement Strap (ASA-KB-IPAD-STRAP)
iPAD Kneeboard Replacement Strap


This elastic replacement strap fits the following iPAD kneeboards:
	iPad Portfolio Kneeboard (ASA-KB-IPAD-1)
	iPad Air Kneeboard (ASA-KB-IPAD-AIR)
	iPad mini Kneeboard (ASA-KB-IPM-1)
	iPad mini 3 Kneeboard (ASA-KB-IPM-3) 


Dimensions: 5cm x 61cm

Weight: 50g
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5,90€  Inc Tax
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TravelJohn Unisex Disposable Urinal (TRAVELJOHN-EU3)
TravelJohn Unisex Disposable Urinal (3 pack)

TravelJohn resealable disposable urinal is convenient, sanitary, discreet and compact solution. A portable toilet for use anytime, anywhere! Can also be used for motion sickness.

Disposable Urinal for Car, Boat, Plane, ...

Ultimately a travel toilet that is a civilised solution, anytime, anywhere! Each bag is made of strong plastic, that is puncture resistant and contains our revolutionary LIQSORB® polymer pouch that solidifies liquids instantly into a leak-proof, odourless, spill-proof gel that is non-toxic and safe for disposal in any waste bin.

Product features:	Non-toxic, odourless, spill proof gel. It instantly gels after absorption of liquid thus making it leak-proof!
	No closure needed but comes with a resealable strip.
	Waste disposal safe, simply throw away after use.
	Small and light weight.
	Compact enough for any handbag, glove compartment or travelbag.
	Reusable until it is full.
	800ml capacity.
	LIQSORB® super absorbent polymer pouch included that traps urine bacteria.
	Volume indicator and full instructions included on the urinal.
	Unisex plastic collar for easy handling.
	For Men, Women and Children.
	Including 3 cleaning wipes.
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10,50€  Inc Tax
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Asa iPad Rotating Kneeboard (ASA-KB-IP-XX-R)
iPad Rotating Kneeboard

Designed by pilots for pilots, ASA high-quality iPad Rotating Kneeboard is covered with soft, leatherlike material and features a wide hook-and-loop leg strap to hold the kneeboard in place during flight.



Inside, the rotating iPad frame holds the device securely and allows for 360-degree rotation of the iPad. An easel is built into the kneeboard for adjustable tilted viewing, in and out of the cockpit. The power port is accessible with the cover closed, a window exposes the camera lens for easy picture taking, and a small elastic loop securely holds a pencil, pen or stylus.



Functional - Elastic strap makes for a secure fit in the cockpit; sturdy clips hold device in place.

Versatile - Rotates 360 degrees to provide both profile and landscape options. Variable tilt feature allows for flat or pitched positioning in the cockpit or on the desktop. 

Multitasking Binder and Kneeboard - Window for camera. Elastic loop securely holds a pencil, pen or stylus. Strap kneeboard to your leg in profile or landscape position.


Variants:	iPAD mini
	iPAD Air
	iPAD


iPAD mini - fits iPad mini models.
Measures:
(W x H x D) (closed) 15,24cm x 21,6cm x 2,54cm
(W x H x D) (opened) 31,75cm x 21,6cm x 2,54cm

iPAD Air - fits iPad Air models.
Measures:
(W x H x D) (closed) 19,37cm x 26,35cm x 2,54cm
(W x H x D) (opened) 38,77cm x 26,35cm x 2,54cm

iPAD - fits iPad 9.7" models.
Measures:
(W x H x D) (closed) 17,78cm x 25,4cm x 2,54cm
(W x H x D) (opened) 37,47cm x 25,4cm x 2,54cm
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FlyBoys Jumbo Helmet Bag (FB1121)
FlyBoys Jumbo Helmet Bag
The FlyBoys Jumbo Helmet Bag is designed to provide the best protection possible for the most advance pilot helmets on the planet, such as the F-35 helmet with the Helmet Mounted Display System (HMDS). Constructed from ultra-durable 420D Nylon with 1/2-inch poly-fill for maximum protection and shock absorption. The tightly-woven nylon shell provides exceptional water resistance, while the soft interior lining ensures visors and other delicate components remain scratch-free. The FlyBoys Jumbo Helmet Bag is a tremendous upgrade over the standard military-issued helmet bag. Find out why military pilots everywhere prefer the FlyBoys Jumbo Helmet Bag and order yours today.


	
Superior Protection: Heavy-duty water-resistant 420D Nylon, with 1/2-inch poly-fill for maximum protection and shock absorption. Soft interior lining protects visors and delicate components from scratching.
	Durable: Heavy-duty 420D Nylon ensures years of use in the most demanding operational environments.
	FOD Prevention: A heavy-duty #10 zipper ensures main-compartment contents remain secure. Spacious exterior pockets are secured with heavy-duty hook and loop and button fasteners. Smaller external accessory pockets zip securely closed.
	Organized: Seven pockets for storage and organizing gear. Two interior pockets in the main compartment for storing smaller items. Two large exterior pockets for larger accessories, and two smaller zippered exterior pockets for storing smaller items such as sunglasses, flashlights, ear plugs, and more.
	Expanded Capacity: Provides a generous amount of space for helmets with external mounts, and other gear necessary or desired during the flight.
	Comfortable: Padded reinforced handles and an adjustable shoulder strap with contouring shoulder pad ensure pilot comfort, and will not slip off the pilot's shoulder.




Dimensions (Flat)

Width: 19.50 in (49.53 cm)

Height: 20.00 in (50.80 cm)

Weight: 1.10 lb (0.50 kg)




Materials: 420D Nylon


Colors: Black, Blue, Olive, Tan


Compatibility:
All military issued flight helmets, with or without external mounts. 
All civilian flight helmets
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FlyBoys Classic Kneeboard (FB1316-BLACK)
FlyBoys Classic Kneeboard (VFR/IFR)
The FlyBoys Classic Kneeboard has been the kneeboard of choice for military aviators for decades. It is extremely versatile and durable enough to offer years of use in the toughest environments. In fact, many military aviators have reported using this kneeboard throughout their entire military career without ever needing a replacement. 

The FlyBoys Classic Kneeboard features seven eyelets for securing checklists, plastic checklist pages, in-flight guides, and more. Combat tested in every US air combat operation since 1995, with hundreds of thousands of hours of use during military training sorties. Perfect for securing notes, low level charts, lineup cards, attack cards, target photos, or EFB tablet.

The 5 x 8" clipboard can secure standard approach plates or an iPad MINI. Although this kneeboard was designed with the demands of military aviation in mind, it is ideal for any pilot who flies with a kneeboard.

Features:
	Durable: Ultra-rugged D600 fabric ensures years of trouble-free use in the most demanding environments.
	Flexible: Features seven eyelets for securing checklists, inflight guides, and more.
	Comfortable: The included flexible plastic clipboard (FB1060) provides an excellent writing surface while conforming to the pilot's legs for maximum comfort.


Color:
Black


Materials:

Fabric: 600D Nylon

Clipboard: SafeFlex Plastic (backing), stainless steel (clip)
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Finger Pulse Oximeter (D4P-1074)
Finger Pulse Oximeter
This Finger Pulse Oximeter was specifically designed according to the pilot’s requirements.

As every person’s body is different, it is therefore important that during flights above 8.000 ft the pilot’s blood oxygen saturation level is measured, in order to avoid any impairment through oxygen deficiency. Furthermore, you can read your pulse at any time.


The PILOT FPO is solely to be used for information and monitoring purposes and is no substitution for compulsory oxygen supply needed by law when flying at high altitude.


Further advantages are:
	Anti scratching bright and easy to read OLED colour display
	Battery indication – up to 30h with 2 AAA batteries
	Low weight ca. 55g incl. Batteries
	Automatic power off after 8 sec. if not in use
	Adjustable brightness and 6 display modes
	Perfusions Index



Also included:
	Protecting cover made of nylon
	Lanyard
	Manual in D, E, F, ESP and I
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Jeppesen Trifold Kneeboard w/o clipboard (blue) (10001306-01)
Trifold Kneeboard
Jeppesen Trifold Kneeboard without Clipboard

It holds charts, flight computers/plotters, flashlight, pen, pilot notes and more. An elastic leg strap holds this unit comfortably in place with a Velcro closure.

Tall trifold format accepts VFR and IFR charts without additional folding:
	center panel contains a clear vinyl pocket for the clipboard (clipboard is not included),
	clear vinyl pocket on the right-side panel holds VFR and IFR enroute charts,
	left panel includes a large pocket for flight computers, along with a pocket to store additional items,
	pen/pencil and penlight holders included,
	elastic leg strap that provides easy adjustment,
	removable clipboard 16.5 cm x 26.7 cm (6-1/2" x 10-1/2")

Dimensions:
	Unfolded: 53 cm x 29 cm (21" x 11-1/2")
	Center Panel: 19 cm (7-1/2") wide
	Left Panel: 14.5 cm (5-1/2") wide
	Right Panel: 15.5 cm (6") wide

Weight: 0.18 kg
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Company

   Company Data:
Trgovina in storitve, Jak Jaki s.p.
Stara cesta 20, SI-4202 Naklo, Slovenia
VAT ID: SI80411215
Reg. No.: 1950142000

   IBAN:
SI56 0400 1004 8906 031, Nova KBM d.d.
LT14 3250 0807 3039 4972, Revolut Bank, UAB 
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How can we help?
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+386 41 803 495
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